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LOCAL LOCALIZATION:
is the problem to estimate the position of the robot with respect to the local map.
GLOBAL LOCALIZATION:
is the problem to estimate the absolute robot position in the environment. It can be made matching the local map with the global map. All point-to-point algorithms needs to associate each point in the actual scan with one in the previous one. Moreover each point can require all points in the other scan to be checked. Some search restrictions can reduce computational costs. In the pioneering [Lu and Milios JIRS 1997] , the approach is to start with an approximate alignment of the two scans using odometry and then iteratively improve the alignment of the two scans. 
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ODOMETRY-FREE
Line Tracking Algorithm or Incremental
Add Point
The segment between the first and the last point in the scan is then built
The difference in slope between these two segments is less than a given threshold?
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TWO NEW VARIANTS RELATIVE ANGLES (LEAST SQUARES) LINE TRACKING (LEAST SQUARES)
( ) F.E. F.E. F.E. • feature types properties are stored as graph nodes • graph edges represent the inter-feature relationships Thus, data association between two feature maps can be expressed as the graph-theoretic problem of finding the maximum common subgraph (MCS) between two graphs.
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Line extracted as features in two consecutive
1. An NxM matrix is created, each element is the different between the distance of two corner from two different scans; 2. The minimum of each row
2. The minimum of each row is detected; 3. If the minimum is below a threshold the two features could be considered as the same represented in two different local maps.
The use of only the distance between two features as inter-features relationship could leads, especially in large environments, to error in the data association and so in wrong scan-matching. To avoid this a new approach is proposed:
1. A first association is evaluated using only the distance as inter- 
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Line The average execution time is 50ms including the two S&M phases with an angular resolution of 1degree. 
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3MORDUC
(3rd version of MObile Robot DIEES University of Catania) A robotic platform used to develop:
• Tele-operation software • Navigation algorithms • SLAM techniques
